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From the Torah
The Torah reading for those following the annual cycle of readings this week
is Ki Tetzay (Deuteronomy 21:10-25:19). The corresponding prophet reading
is Isaiah 54:1-10. This past week, I published a podcast on my new personal
site. In this podcast I offer my thoughts on Torah Reading Ki Tetzay. In the
podcast I mention an article I wrote called, A Drunkard and a Glutton. In
this article I share a connection between this Torah Reading and Jesus of
Nazareth. Don't miss it. You can listen to the podcast at this link, or on
iTunes. While you are there, subscribe to receive all future podcasts.

The congregation of United Israel Center South is working through the
Torah according to the Ancient Triennial Cycle of readings and will be
covering Genesis chapter 37 this Sabbath (September 2nd), as we begin our
journey through the Joseph cycle of readings. Those wanting to follow along
with our ongoing study through the book of Genesis can find all of our
previous archived lessons here.

We hope that you can join us live for the service, either at the UI Center
South in Saint Francisville, or via Facebook Live from our United Israel
World Union Facebook Page. Class begins at 10:30 AM CST.
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In Memoriam
Here is the link to the

Obituary for Daniel
Tyler, firstborn son of

UIWU Board members
and Ministers, David

and Patty Tyler.
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Genesia.org,

containing his
personal thoughts

upon hearing of the
passing of Daniel Tyler.
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United Israel Harvey Relief
As you will recall, last year, Louisiana was hit by major flooding. All of
you stepped up to help us in our time of need. United Israel worked to
raise funds and to provide hands on help to many people. In this
current disaster we wanted to help, but wanted to find the best way to do
so. 
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so. 

After careful thought, and after consulting with the Board and Officers
of United Israel, we decided to work through Rod Bryant’s Texas based
Torah Center called Netiv. For those of you who do not know Rod, he is
an amazing man. His Torah Center is located in Humble Texas. They
provide teaching and resources from an orthodox Jewish perspective,
but aimed at the growing number of non-Jews who are turning towards
a faith based solely in the Hebrew Bible and Jewish tradition. Our own
Betty Givin attends this fellowship, and several members of the UI
Center South have visited Netiv. 

There are plenty of worthy organizations through which one might give
during situations like this. We wanted to provide our membership with
an alternative that can be trusted to do the right thing. In times such as
these, the needs far outweigh what any of us can do individually. We
have to try and find a way to focus our efforts to do the most good.
Members of this group were affected by the flooding and since we know
Rod, and of course Betty, we are encouraging you who want to give to
the relief of those affected by Harvey, to do so through Netiv. You can
make a donation on PayPal at this link
(https://www.paypal.me/Netiv). 

In the coming days, weeks, and even months, we will keep you posted on
progress through Rod and his group. People who have not experienced
the aftermath of this sort of storm may not realize how bad things
actually are. The people of southern Texas will be dealing with this for a
long time. We still know people in Louisiana who are not yet back in
their homes from the flooding now more than one year ago.

Our local team is on standby to potentially offer more help if called
upon, or as needs are made known within this community. I will stay in
close contact with Rod as to needs within their faith community. Dave
and I will also offer suggestions and recommendations to Rod’s team as
to how they can assist their community once the needs of their local
congregation are met.
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Remembering David Horowitz (30)
In the latest in his ongoing Remembering David Horowitz series, the
30th serial article, Ralph Buntyn reaches a sort of milestone in the
popular series, thus far covering the years 1945-1977. 1976-1977 brought
us to the daring Raid at Entebbe, a new Prime Minister in Israel and a
new US President whose election was a surprising choice for America.
This led to a direct challenge by UN journalist David Horowitz to the
new incoming president to “do what is right” regarding the biblical
blueprint. And, it wasn’t the first time Horowitz was moved to bring a
personal appeal to a sitting president. Read the latest by Ralph Buntyn -
Doing the Right Thing in the White House.
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Tabor - Nichols Tour 2018
Prof. James D. Tabor and Biblical teacher Ross Nichols are teaming up again
for an exclusive tour of the Holy Land the first week of March 2-13, 2017.
Even if you have traveled to Israel before, or specifically traveled with Tabor
or Nichols, this is the tour for you. We have carefully chosen the sites we will
visit and have included new experiences and information related to each. To
use the biblical expression—we will take you, quite literally, from “Dan to
Beersheba” (Judges 20:1; I Samuel 3:20; II Samuel 3:10 & I Kings 5:5).

 Anyone interested in biblical history and literature will find this tour
refreshing and educational from beginning to end. We have no expectations
regarding belief systems, politics, or faith orientations. All that is required to
go on this tour is a strong orientation toward learning more about the Bible
and its history, and the archaeological basis underpinning the rationale used
by many archaeologists for using the biblical narrative as one means of
informing the research on the ancient people and events of the Levant.   

The tour will transform the way you read and understand the Bible.
Throughout the tour, we will share the stories that you know well from the
texts, in the very places where the events actually took place. We are
limiting the number of registrants to 40--one busload—because we want
each person to have time to interact directly with Dr. Tabor and Ross Nichols.

We are also including an optional extension to Jordan for those who wish to
join Ross Nichols for 3 extra days of touring! To secure your seat on the bus,
please visit our tour page, and sign up soon as we expect this tour to fill to
capacity.
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Rossknichols.com - The Website
We are pleased to announce the launch of a new personal site for Ross
Nichols. A special thanks to Anna Jakubowski of No Limit Productions for
designing the site.

This site presents the expressed views and thoughts of Ross Nichols on
matters related to a careful examination of Biblical literature. Ross has
studied and taught the Bible for more than 25 years. His interests cover: the
Hebrew Bible (Old Testament), the Christian Scriptures (New Testament),
and the world which produced them. He respectfully approaches the texts
and tenets of Judaism and Christianity with a deep personal faith informed
by facts.

Ross is neither Jewish nor Christian, though he is familiar with both
traditions. His personal faith reflects a long spiritual quest inspired by
contact with Judaeo-Christian texts and teachings. His teachings therefore,
exhibit what he calls, “an informed view from Old to New.”

Ross seeks to clarify subjects through methods whereby an author’s original
intent is most likely reached. These include, but are not limited to, studies in
linguistics, historical knowledge, and all other available academic
discoveries.

His teachings are available on this blog, iTunes, YouTube, and various Social
Media platforms.

All materials, in all media formats, are available at no charge and are free to
share and distribute so long as proper attribution is provided.

Check out the site today, and check back often as we will be expanding the
site regularly.
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Donate / Support for UIWU
For those who wish to donate to United Israel, please visit ourDonate Page.
United Israel World Union, INC, is a 501 (c) 3 Non-Profit. All contributions
are tax deductible. On our Donate page, you can select the button that says
"Support UIWU Donate Now," which takes you to PayPal, where you can
enter an amount of your choosing for a one time contribution. If you prefer,
you can simply click here to do the same, or remember this URL -
https://www.paypal.me/unitedisrael.

Some have requested that we provide options for monthly recurring
donations to United Israel. Our Donate page now has several options with
specific amounts for those of you who prefer this method of contributions.

Scroll down and find the buttons that say, "Support UIWU with monthly
donations." These both allow for monthly, recurring donations. One was set
up in increments of $18, since some of our supporters specifically requested
this. (Some choose to do this because the number 18 in Hebrew (חי) spells
"life.")

You can also support United Israel every time you purchase from Amazon.
Since United Israel is a 501(c)3 organization in good standing, we enrolled in
the Amazon Smile program. What this means is that if you plan to
purchase items from Amazon, you can go to smile.amazon.com and select
United Israel as the organization of choice. Once you do this, Amazon will
pay United Israel a small percentage of your purchase price at no additional
charge to you. You can also bookmark this link to take you straight to the
United Israel Amazon Smile Page - http://smile.amazon.com/ch/13-6161337.

We appreciate your interest in, and support of UIWU.
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